Wave Rider Experiences

Sal Salis guests have access to a beauful 40 foot (21mtr) Black Watch 40—a vessel that is custom built in Australia
for Australian condions. Named Wave Rider, she combines safety with sea-going ability, comfortable interiors and
a spacious back deck. Our experienced skipper Murray Pa,son has been exploring, cruising and ﬁshing the waters
around the Ningaloo Reef for many years and his knowledge and passion for all things naucal and marine makes a
day at sea all the more enjoyable!
Whale Shark Swim Experiences:
From April to July hop in the water with the largest ﬁsh in the
sea! Whale sharks grow to 12 mtrs in length and are gentle
ﬁlter feeders. Ningaloo is one of the only places in the world
whale sharks appear regularly in large numbers, and over
235 individuals have been recorded.
Humpback Whale Swim Experiences:
NEW in 2016 you have the opportunity to swim with humpback whales as they migrate south along the Ningaloo Reef.
Swims will take place in August, September and October
For both above we oﬀer share experiences at $500 per person
Our small numbers ensure you have more me in the water
giving us the me to enjoy a full day of adventure on the Indian Ocean. Charters include transfers from/to camp, lunch &
snacks as well as all gear. Private charters are $4500 per day.
Snorkel Charters
Murray knows some remarkable snorkelling spots behind the
Reef and around the Murion Islands, 15 kms from North
West Cape. Private opon only, full day charter from $2200.
Free Diving:
Free diving relies on the divers' ability to hold their breath
rather than on the use of a breathing apparatus. Nat (our
videographer /photographer) has worked and training alongside some of the best free divers in the world, she has
achieved personal best depths of 60 metres. A lesson with
Nat is a remarkable marine experience. Private opon only,
full day charter from $2200. Can be combined with ﬁshing or
snorkelling.

Fishing For the Future:
Murray and the team pracce ‘ﬁshing for the future’ and the
majority of ﬁsh are caught and released. Murray says ‘ I have
a deep passion for the ocean & the wildlife in it. I want future
children of mine, and my children’s children to experience this
amazing place. I want it to be be.er for them than it is right
now.’
Sports Fishing:
Ningaloo Reef is a great place for sports ﬁshing and a good
day out may produce a mixed bag of golden trevally, coral
trout, rankin cod, red bass or mackerel.
Billﬁsh - on Fly, Light or Heavy Tackle
Murray believes in ‘fair play’ and catching billﬁsh on ﬂy is his
parcular specialty; but there is the opon for light tackle
and heavy tackle for the ‘big game’ addict. Species caught in
these waters are blue, black and striped marlin and sailﬁsh.
Fishing trips are available on a private basis only, full day
charter from $2200. Extended live aboard trips are available.
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